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Pages 26-28: Eqs.(5.l6) and (5.18) are incorrect as the right-hand side

of Eq..(5.l6) does not define an invariant mean for all f eCB(R). There-

fore, in the statement of the general collapse postulate ( E ) , the
A A

conditional expectation 6 is to be identified with £ given by

Eq..(5>10) for some (arbitrary) choice of the invariant mean TI. NOW, the

collapse associated with an observable with a continuous spectrum will

be different for different choices of the invariant mean which perhaps

correspond to different experimental arrangements to measure the same

observable. In particular, if we choose the invariant mean differently,

we obtain instead of Eq.(5*2l), the following:

= X

where 0 -S \ $ 1 depends on the choice of the invariant mean. However

Eq.(5.22) s t i l l remains unaltered and shows very clearly that immediately

after a measurement of momentum, the position distribution is entirely

concentrated at ±°°.

2. Page 29; The proof of Eq. (5-28) (or the property i i ) of Theorem 5-3)

should read as follows.

Since A,B are compatible, we have for each v€

m r A B/-X-, _ r ixA ix'B _ -ix'B -iTrLv e fe (C)J = n n Tr[v e e C e e J
x x1

= r, Tr[v6 B (e i x A C e" ixA)] .



"i "X" A ^

However since e e A i > v e c a n conclude from the module property (5.1)

that

,B, ixA _ -ixAv, ixA B, p . -ixA
S (e C e ) = e <s (Q) e

From the above relations we obtain

Tr[v£A£B(c)] = Tr[v fiV(c)]

«• i

for all vcOdC) and CeBftt), from which Eq.(5-28) follows immediately.

3- Page 33: In the last "but one line, the phrase "on sets of the form" should

read: "on finite unions of sets of the form".

The author is much indebted to Dr. E.B. Davies for noting and correcting

some of these errors.
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ABSTRACT

In order t o provide a mathematical framework for discussing the

s t a t i s t i c a l correlations between the outcomes, when an arbitrary sequence of

observables are measured, i t i s necessary to generalize the conventional

von Heumann-Liiders col lapse postulate to observables with a continuous

spectrum. It i s shown that the standard prescription in conventional quantum

theory for the jo int probabi l i t i e s of compatible observables i s su f f i c i ent

t o characterize.more or l e s s completely, the appropriate"generalized col lapse

postulate*which assoc iates v i t h each observable a unique " f in i t e ly additive

expectation valued measure". An interes t ing feature of the col lapse

associated with observables with continuous spectra, which again follows from

the basic pr inciples of conventional quantum theory, i s that i t must be

formulated in terms of the s o - c a l l e d non-normal conditional expectat ions,

which implies that the jo int probabi l i t i e s associated with successive

observations of such observables are not in general o-addit ive . The

implications of t h i s non-a-addit ivity on the determination of expectation

values , correlation functions e t c . , are also invest igated. It i s demonstrated

that the basic prescriptions introduced in t h i s paper const i tute a natural

completion of the framework of conventional quantum theory for discussing the

s t a t i s t i c s of an arbitrary sequence of observations.
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I . INTRODUCTION

One o f t h e major problems o f t h e quantum t h e o r y o f measurement, which

has eluded a satisfactory solution so far, has been that of extending the
collapse postulate to observables with a continuous spectrum. It is well
known that the collapse postulate plays a very crucial role in quantum theory
in any discussion of the statist ics of the outcomes of a sequence of ob-
servations performed on a system. However, the collapse postulate as introduced
by von Neumann t l ] and later modified by Liiders [2-7] is appropriate only for
observables with a purely discrete spectrum. The main difficulty with
observables with continuous spectra appears to be the fact that there does
not exist any (atomic) spectral projector corresponding to a single spectral
value in the continuum. It is in fact this feature which forces us to modify
or generalize the von Neumann-Liiders (or the conventional) collapse postulate
so that i t can be applied for any arbitrary observable. Stated this way, the
basic problem is of course of a purely technical nature. However, It i s hardly
possible to exaggerate the physical significance of generalizing the collapBe
postulate for observables vith continuous spectra. Moat of the observables
one deals with ordinarily in either non-relativistic quantum mechanics or in
quantum field theory are those with a continuous spectrum and the absence of
an appropriate generalization of the collapse postulate has left the theory
In a very incomplete state. For example, one cannot employ the conventional
collapse postulate to discuss, say, the Joint probability distribution
associated with two (successive) position measurements carried out on a
particle at different times. Another important example i s provided by the
fact that i t has not been possible to systematically discuss from basic
principles much of the traditional wisdom that 1B associated with the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle (see for example Reft.6 and 8) , for that
would necessarily involve a discussion of the measurement of the momentum of
a particle (immediately) following the measurement of i t s position and vice
versa. In fact i t may be said that the absence of a general collapse postulate
constitutes a very serious limitation of the conventional formulation of
quantum theory, particularly in connection vith the description of
successive observations.

In the present investigation ve shall arrive at an appropriate
generalization of the collapse postulate which of course reduces to the
conventional (von Neumann-Lu'ders) collapse postulate in the case of ob-
servables with a purely discrete spectrum. In Sec.II ve discuss the reasons
why some of the attempts to obtain a direct or immediate generalization of
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the conventional collapcie postulate have not succeeded. 1>. la thus seen that

one must attempt -it e rather non-trivial generalization r..fte r carefully

studying the essential iuathenatical features at the convert ion a} postulate.

In fact, i t was on the basis of su~h » st;:dy that Davies ^.d Lewis i9,10]

suggested that the collapse associated with each observable tcny be formulated

in terns of the so-called operation-valued measures. Hovt-vsr, in their

investigation the problem of fixing a particular rule of association betveen

the observables and the operation-valued measures {which is the essential

content of a collapse postulate) has been left very much open.

In Sec. I l l we outline a generalization of the conventional frameworlt

of quantum theory wherein i t is assumed that the collapse associated with each

observable may be formulated in terms of a certain "finitely additive

expectation-valued measure". This frameworlt includes the proposal of Davies

and Lewis as a particular case. It is shown in Sec.IV that the basic

prescription of conventional quantum theory for the Joint probabilities of

compatible observables [1,11] (a prescription which shall be referred to as

the "generalized Born statistical formula (GBSF]P), precludes the possibility

of formulating the collapse postulate in terms of operation-valued measures.

However, i t is seen that the GBSF also serves to characterize, more or leS3

completely, an appropriate generalization of the collapse postulate (in terms

of the so-called non-normal conditional expectations) vhich is introduced in

Sec.V, Another important consequence of the GBSF is that the Joint

probabilities of (a successive observation of) observables with continuous

spectra, do not in general satisfy the property of a-additivity. Sec.VI

contains a brief discussion of some of the important consequences of this

non-a-additivity of probabilities for the statistics of successive

observations in quantum theory.

It should be noted that there have also been alternative attempts at

generalizing the von Neumann-Luders collapse postulate by introducing certain

"generalized eigenvectors" corresponding to spectral values in the continuum.

It has often been suggested [12-133 that one may employ a rigged Hilbert space

model {or a related framework) for quantum theory, wherein i t can be shown

that there does exist an entire set of such generalized eigenvectors,
provided we choose an appropriate ^lass of self-adjoint operators as the

one
obaervables of the theory. Apart from the fact that^must arbitrarily restrict
the class of observables, our main objection to the above approach is that

i t has not led to any version of the collapse postulate which would enable

us to predict the Joint probabilities of successive observations. This,

however, is not the case with a recent proposal due to Farrukh [19], wherein

-3-

a non-standard extension of the Hilbert space has been employed for generalizing

the collapse postulate. Though Farrukh has employed his generalized collapse

postulate to calculate the joint probabilities for some interesting particular

cases, no general prescription emerges from his work for either the Joint

probabilities or the expectation values and correlation functions when an

arbitrary sequence of observables is being measured. We hope to show that our

approach, on the contrary, leads to a more or less natural extension of the

von Neumann-Luders collapse postulate, from which there also emerges a

completely general prescription for the Joint probabilities as well as the

entire statistics of successive observations in quantum theory.

II . THE CONVENTIONAL COLLAPSE POSTULATE AND THE DIFFICULTIES WITH CONTINUOUS
SPECTRUM

In the conventional formulation of quantum theory [ l ] the s t a t e s of a

system are characterized by density operators (positive trace class operators

of unit trace) on a separable Hilbert space 4£,and the observables are

characterized by self-adjoint operators on V> . Then the basic empirical

prescription of the theory is given by the following "Born statistical formula

{BSF)" for the probability Pr^(A) that the outcome of an experiment to

observe A on an ensemble of systems in state p l ies in the Borel set

AeB(E):

Tr(pP (2.1)

where fl » f ifi) is Che unique spectral measure associated with the sielf-

adjomt operator A . It should be borne in mind that in r.on-relativistic

quantum uiechanics each observable (in the Heltienbej-g picture) is associated

with an instantaneous observation. Thus the BSF (S.l) gives a prescription

for the probabilities associated with a single instantaneous observation only.

In order to discuss the statistical correlations between the outcomes

of a aequence of observations, i t is essential to introduce the collapse

postulate which (in the conventional framework) "fixes" the state of an

ensemble after an observation has been carried out. The generally accepted

version of the von Neumann-Luders collapse postulate may be stated as follows.
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If p is the state of an ensemble Immediately prior to a. measurement

of an observable A, with the spectral resolution

(2.2)

then the state, immediately after measurement, of the (sub) ensemble of all

those systems for which the outcome of the measurement was found to lie in the

Borel set AeB(E), is given by the density operator <SA(A)p/Tr[Q
A(A)p],

where

P, P P( , (2.3)

ict

The BSF can now be used In conjunction with the above collapse postulate

to yield the Joint probabilities Prp (ij,ij,,... ,AT) that the values

A1(t1),A2rt2) Ar(tr)
of the observables (At t ± } } are observed to l i e in the Borel sets {A.}
vhen an ensemble of systems originally prepared in state p i s subjected to
the sequence of observations {^(t^) , J^ttg) Ar^*r^ provided each of
the observables {A^Ct^)} has a purely discrete spectrum. If each of the
observable!) {AjCtj)} has the spectral resolution

w -1 ij1' pj1' ̂ <2.«0

and t1 < tg < ••• < tr, then we have the following formula due to Wigner 120-22]:

Prp )
,Ar(tr)

Tr
i r r /

(2.5)

where

A (t )
1 1 (A.) (2.6)

for each i c {1,2,...,r> .

It has also been noted by Wigner [22,23] that Zq.(2.5) (to be referred

to as the Wigner formula) combines in itself all the observational content of

both the BSF and the collapse postulate as long as we restrict ourselves to

observables with purely discrete speotra. In fact, for such observablea, the

Wigner formula (2.5) may itself be adopted as the fundamental statistical

prescription of the theory - BO that there ia no longer any need for considering

the collapse postulate or the BSF separately. It may also be noted that the

joint probabilities (2.5) exhibit a certain "quantum interference of

probabilities" [2li-26], which also demonstrates that they cannot be brought

under the purview of classical probability theory.

The major difficulty in formulating a completely general (quantum)

theory of successive observations 1B that the collapse postulate as stated above

does not make any sense for an observable vith a continuous spectrum. Since

there are no eigenvectors (in the Hilbert space) associated with spectral

values in the continuum, Eq.(2.3) does not make any sense for observables vith

continuous spectra as the projectors P^ do not exist. Therefore the major

problem appears to be a purely technical one of extending the sum in Eq.(2.3)

to gome sort of en Integral which would make sense for any arbitrary spectral

measure on the real line. We have already emphasised the physical significance

of the above problem,vhich also suggests that an appropriate solution should

be based on the fundamental principles that underlie quantum theory.

Before going into a general analysis of the problem, we would like to

note that there have been some misconceptions concerning this problem in the

literature,which have not been subjected to a proper critical examination.

For example, one suggestion vhich is implicit even in seme textbooks is to

replace the transformations {« (i)} of Eq.(2.3) by the transformations

as given below

P PA(A) (2.T)

where A + F H A ) is the spectral measure associated with the observable A.

Unlifce (2.3), Eq.(2.7) is of course meaningful for all observables, and it is

also consistent with the BSF, as we have

Tr(O>A(A)p] P A ( A ) ]

In agreement with (2.1). However, the unphysical character of the above

proposal shows up very clearly once we employ it to evaluate the Joint

probabilities of successive observations. We are led In the same way as
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hefore ' to formula (2.5) with the only difference that &
-A, (t )

to be replaced by &> 1 (A ). However, as the ©> " *• (A±) are not finitely
additive In Af, i t can easily be shown that the Joint probabilities turn out
to be not even finitely additive. For example, if A, B are two Incompatible
observables (I.e. the associated spectral projectors do not commute with each
other) and A , 4^ AjCBtR) are such that ijfl A = 4, then Eq. (2.7)
leada to

V A)

which is in general different from

Tr(PB(4)

Tr[&B(A) * % , >

FA(A1)] + Tr[P
B(A)

This lack of finite additlvity of the joint probabilities makes the above
proposal of replacing Eq. (2.3) by Eq.(2.7) completely untenable.

In his classic treatise [l] on quantum mechanics, von Neumann considered
another way of generalising the collapse postulate to observables with continuous
spectra. He suggested that we may consider functions of these observables
which have a purely discrete spectrum and employ Eq.(2.3) for the collapse
associated with such functions as some sort of an approximation to the collapse
associated with the original observable. It must be stated that this programme
haa not been actually carried out even for particular cases, and therefore we
do not have any mathematically precise characterization of the nature of the
approximation or its consistency. However, apart from the fact that von Neumann
himself considered this as just a tentative solution (cf. the footnote on
p.223 of [1]), there are very strong reasons to suspect that such a programme
may not be viable. The procedure advocated by von Neumann involves
partitioning the spectrum of an observable into a countable collection of
disjoint intervals. For example, if A is an observable with a continuous
spectrum we may consider the observable f^U), where for each a > 0

fa(x) =
(2.B)

-7-

where Xr i U ) denotes the characteristic function of the interval [ ).

The observable f (A) iiae a purely discrete spectrum and a precise measurement

of f (A) is supposed to be equivalent to an approximate measurement of A

with an apparatus which has a limit of resolution given by a.

However, the crucial point Is that there is hardly any Justification

for the claim that the collapse associated with f (A) is in some sense

related to that associated with A, however small the resolution a might be.

Of course, the spectral projectors of A and it3 function f(A), where

f : R •* R is a Borel function, are related by the equation

(2.9)

for all A€B(R). However, Eq. (2.9) also shows that in general the spectral

projectors of f(A) do not determine all the spectral projectors of A .

As regards the collapse associated vlth A and f{A) the situation is very

similar, at least as regards observables with purely discrete spectra. In

fact, we have the following lemma vhicb is a direct consequence of Eqs.

(2.2) and (2.3).

Lemma 2.1

If A is an observable with a purely discrete spectrum, then

{&f*A^(A)} and {»A(f"1(A))} are totally unrelated, unless f : B -» B ia

a Borel function which is infective on the spectrum of A. in which case we

have

(2.10)

It be injective on the spectrum of A

for all AfcB(R) ,

The requirement that f

is essentially that we have

f(x) = f(y) -*• x * y

for x,y lying in the spectrum of A.

From the above lemma we can easily aee that the collapse associated

very different from even that associated with,say, f (A).
2a

with fo<A)

In other words, even a change in the so-called resolution of the apparatus

gives rise to a. completely unrelated collapse expression. Also, as Davles

and Lewis [9] have noted, any approach based on a partitioning of the spectrum

-8-



into disjoint intervals is rather susptct, as it often destroys the group

covariance properties possessed by the observable. Finally, the result of

Lemma 2.1 suggests that in the general case also we have every reason to

suspect that the collapse associated with A and f(A) are unrelated, unless

the function f is injective on the spectrum of A . Therefore we cannot

hope to get any idea about the collapse associated with an observable A with

a continuous spectrum by studying the collapse associated with functions of

the form f (A), for f takes constant values on each of the intervals
a a

[na, (n+l)a).

From the preceding discussion it becomes clear that the appropriate

generalization of the conventional collapse postulate to observables with

continuous spectra should involve a completely non-trivial generalization of

Eq.{2.3). Several other arguments in favour of this point have also been

provided by Davies [21]. It would be appropriate here to recall his con-

clusion ([27], p.58) that " ... in measurement theory discrete and continuous

projection-valued measures have very different properties. This runs completely

counter to the frequent suggestion that for foundational purposes one need

only consider discrete observables, the continuous ones being approximated

by discrete ones in some manner".

III. THE BASIC FRAMEWORK FOR GENERALIZING THE COLLAPSE POSTULATE

In order to gain an insight into the problem of generalizing the

conventional collapse postulate, it is very necessary to first analyse its

essential mathematical features as contained in Eqs.(2.2) and (2.3). It was

noted by Schwinger [28] that the collapse or measurement transformation

p •+ $ (i)p as given by (2.3) can be viewed as a positive linear trans-

formation on the space of trace class operators. Later, Haag and Kastler [29]

introduced the notion of an "operation" which incorporates all the essential

mathematical characteristics of such collapse transformations. In order to

define the notion of an operation, let us consider the Banach space

(under the trace norm) of all trace class operatois on'Jd . The set

of all non-negative trace class cperntorets a norm closed cone in •

An operation © is a linear self-adjoint positive map © : jf ff6) "+ tf 36),

which is also norm-non-increasing, in that

Trtv) (3.1)

-9-

for a l l v£ £f (JO • It is easy to see that the transformations . p -» <3» (A)p

as defined in Eq.(2.3) can be uniquely extended into operations. We shall

denote the set of a l l operations associated with 'li(, as O'CJO.

It vas noted by Davies and Lewis [9] that the statement of the

conventional collapse postulate essentially associates an operation-valued

measure with each observable. An operation-valued measure (on the real l ine)

is an association 4 •* (S(A) of B(R) into OCfC,) such that the following

properties are sat isf ied:

Tr{v) . (3.2)

for a l l

ii) If {A,) is a sequence of mutually disjoint elements of B(H),

then

U (3.3)

where the sum on the right-hand side converges in the strong

operator topology on ©*tl£).

It i s rather straightforward to verify that for an observable A with

a purely discrete spectrum (as given by (2.2)) , the association A + & ( i )

(as given by (2.3)) defines an operation-valued measure. Thus the conventional

collapse postulate may now be viewed as a statement associating an operation-

valued measure <^ : B(R) •* €K1€), with each observable A with a purely

discrete spectrum. The f i rs t important step in generalizing the above postulate

to arbitrary observables appears to be the suggestion of Davies and Lewis [9]

that the collapse associated with every observable could be formulated in terms

of operation-valued measures. They also pointed out that associated with each

self-adjoint operator A, there are in fact several operation-valued measures

&A ; B(R) •+ &dt), each of which sat isf ies the requirement imposed by BSF that

Tr(©,A(A)p) = Pr^U) = Tr(p

for each density operator p . Also,/ a particular association A •+ » between

the oljservables and the operation-valued measures Is specified, then the

Wigner formula (2.5) can be employed to obtain the joint probabilit ies of

successive observations.

-10-



However, we are s t i l l left with the problem of fixing the association

A + i% betveen the observables and the operation-valued measures. As we

noted already, the BSF does not by itself characterize the above association

uniquely. We are therefore led back to a careful examination of the basic

principles of conventional quantum theory in the hope that further light

may be thrown on the problem of obtaining the appropriate generalization

of the collapse postulate. Since the generalized collapse postulate is

essential only Insofar as i t makes possible a discussion of the statistical

correlations between the outcomes of successive observations, our goal shall

be to obtain an appropriate generalization of the Wigner formula (2.5). We

shall first recast the Wigner formula in an alternative form, which v i l l

enable us to consider a more general class of mathematical objects (for the

generalization of the collapse postulate) than is provided by the class of

operation-valued measures. Ass we shall see later.this constitutes a very

essential step in the generalization of the collapse postulate.

We employ the veil-known duality between the Banach space J0€) and

its dual B(j&) (the Banach space under operator norm of al l bounded operators

on "it), which can be expressed in terms of the bilinear form

< v , A > Tr(vA) (3.5)

for vcj/fJO and AcBOQ. The cone of non-negative operators in BtJfe) will

be denoted as B+(Jg). We. define an "expectation" to be a map £ : B($0 + BtJg)

which is linear, self-adjoint positive and satisfies

(3.6)£(l)

where I 1B the identity operator on W . We should note that the

"expectation" is also used for several different notions in the literature.

The set of al l expectations associated with H will be denoted as JfJ€).

An expectation £ is said to be normal if i t is also continuous

under the ultraweak topology on B(Jfi. Let Jf 06) denote the set of al l

normal expectations. It is veil known [27] that with each operation

there is associated a unique adjoint Q<* € <£ (J© (and vice versa) such that

Tr(»(v)A) (3 .T )

for al l v ^

as follows:

and We can now recast the Wigner formula (2.5)

-11-

Prp
A_(O Ajt,)
1 1

 (A ) E d (A )-••*
A (t )

r r (
r

(3.6)

where

A ( t t )

5 * i (
A (t )

l 1a. (3.9)

Is the normal expectation which is the adjoint of the operation &\ (A^)

given by Eqs.CS.M and (2.6). In other words, if the observable A has the

spectral resolution

I, P, , (3.10)

then the expectations Cfi U)} are given by

(3.11)

for each ACB(R), BCB«6). It is again straightforward to verify that the

association A + JA(A) as given by Eqs.(3.10) and (3.11) defines a. "normal

expectation-valued measure" (a notion which was introduced by Davies [10]

under the name "expectation"), in that i t satisfies the following!

i) For each Ae B(H), S A (A)«E O ( J€) .

i i ) £A(R) I - I . (3.12

i i l ) If {A,} la a sequence of mutually disjoint elements of B(R),

then

5A( (3.13)

for al l BfiBflfi), where the sum on the right-hand side converges

in the ultraveak topology on B06).

It is quite obvious that the normal expectation-valued measures are

the duals of the operation-valued measureB considered earlier. We shall

later find that the basic principles of conventional quantum theory are

-12-
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inconsistent with any formulation of the generalized collapse postulate in

terms of the operation-valued measures or, equivalently, in terms of the

normal expectation-valued measures. Hence, in our search for the appropriate

generalization of the collapse postulate, we shall allow for a more general

class of mappings ft -»• g ( A ) , where the expectations {£ (A)) i) are not

restricted to be normal, and ii) are required to be only finitely additive in

A . The basic framework in which an appropriate generalization of the

collapse postulated is being sought, can now be stated precisely in terms of

the following assumptions (A)-(c):

(A) The states of a system are represented by density operators,

and the observables (corresponding to instantaneous measurements) by self-

adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert space "it .

(B) For each observable A, there is associated a finitely additive,

expectation-valued measure g A i BCR) •+Efl&), i.e.

for each AeB(R).

2) €A(R)I = I .

3) If ij, A2CB(R) are such that A..0 A2 = $ , then

(3.H*)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(c) The Joint probability that the outcomes of experiments to measure

} are found to lie in Borel sets {A ) , when an ensemble of systems

prepared in state p is subjected to the sequence of experiments

{ A ^ t ^ , Ag(t2) Ar(tr)}, where ^ < t£

generalized Wigner formula

•< t , is given by the

W
t n ) A«(t J

A {t

r r (3.17)

A few remarks may be made on the physical mo^vation behind these

assumptions. The assumption (A) needs no comment. Jn assumption (C) we

have adopted as the basic s tat is t ical prescription of th« theory a generalization

-13-

of the Wigner formula (2.5), which of course includes as particular cases

all those situations which can be dealt with in the framework, of conventional

quantum theory. The statement of the collapse postulate, in our framework,

will be a rule of association A —• £ between self-adjoint operators and

finitely additive expectation-valued measures. The requirement that for

each A , g (A) be a linear map is to ensure that the probabilities (3.17)

are additive in the density operator p under the formation of mixtures.

The self-adjointness and positivity of g (i) ensure that Eq. (3.17) yields

non-negative probabilities. Conditlon(B2) ensures that the probabilities

are normalized to unity and,finally, (B3) ensures that the probabilities are

finitely additive. In fact, once the fundamental statistical prescription

of the theory is assumed to tie in the form given by (3.17), then all the

properties of {5 Ci)} which are postulated in assumption (B) can be

deduced as necessary consequences of the basic physical requirements on

probabilities.

TV. THE GENERALIZED BORH STATISTICAL FORMULA AHD ITS INCOMPATIBILITY WITH
cr-ADDITIVE PROBABILITIES

Having fixed the basie framework of our discussion, we are now in a

position to analyse the various constraints imposed on the collapse postulate

or the association A •+ {J (A)} by the fundamental principles of conventional-

quantum theory. The first and the foremost requirement is that the

generalized Wigner formula (3-17) should yield the same probabilities as the

BSF (2.1) for the outcomes of a single observation. In other words, we

should have

Pr^{A) = Tr[p gA(A)l] = Tr(( F*(l)) (It.l)

for all AcB(B), for all observables A and states p . It ia easy to

see that (U.I) is equivalent to the requirement that for each observable A,

PA(A) (<*. 2)

for a l l AeB(R). In the l i t e ra tu re , the above requirement is usually referred

to as the requirement that the observable "determined" by the expectation-

valued mapping A •+ 5 (A) should be the projection-valued measure

A •+ P (A) . We shall now see that Eq.(l».2) i t se l f imposes rather severe

restr ict ions on the association A •* ( £ (i)K

- l i t -



For each observable A, let us denote by 11, the von Neumann algebra
generated by the set {p (A] JAeBtfO} of the spectral projectors of A . It
is ve i l known that

\

The commit ant U, of 1^ i s also given by

We now have the following result essentially due to DavieE [10], Twareque All

and Emch [30].

Lemma lt.1

If the BST (^.2) i s also satisfied in addition to t.hp fiampmrrt-.iong
(A)-(C). then for each observable A

for al l ACB(R). Bg.B0t).

Proof

Let B*B tit). Since we have

||B[| I - I > O , (U.6)

i t follows from (U.2) and (Bl) that

for al l 4tB(R). From the fact that EAU)B/||B| i s a positive operator
majorized by the projector PlA) , i t follovs that £ (4)B commutes with

), and we have

£A(4)B = P*(4)5A(4)(B) = £A(4)(B)

Sow, if A^ , 4 cB{R) and fi,, is the complement of i, in R, then

Eq.. (1*.B) implies the following:

flig) (B)

^ 4g) (B)

(B) ;

- 0
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Adding the above tvo equations and using the finite additivity (B3) ve get

(B)

for a l l 4^, i g t B(R) and Be B flC), from which the lemma follovs immediately.

The other important constraint on the collapse postulate A •+ {ft CA)}
1B that for compatible observables, the Joint probabilities as predicted by
the generalized Wigner formula (3.17) should coincide with those obtained on
the basis of the standard prescription for such Joint probabilities In con-
ventional quantum theory. It is well known that tvo bounded observablee are
said to be compatible i f they commute. In the general case (which Includes also
unbounded observables) two observables A, B are said to be compatible [11]
i f f

PA(41)

for all A-,̂  A 2t B(E). A set of observables (k^, Ag,...^} is said to be a

compatible set if every pair of elements of the set is compatible. It is

well known that apart from the BSF (£.1) and the collapse postulate (2.3), the

conventional formulation of quantum theory Includes the following generalization(D)

of the BSF as one of its basic assumptions [1,11]:

(D) Generalized Born statistical formula (GBSF): If
is a compatible set of observables then

4,.) - Tr(p P 2 ( f i ) •••

for all 4,€B(lO. i » 1.2 r.
the

It is obvious thatj[GBSF (It.11) includes the BSF (2.1) as a particular

case. In fact GBSF constitutes a non-trivial generalization of the BSF as it

happens to be the only available prescription in conventional quantum theory

for Joint probabilities for observables with a continuous spectrum, and as

such plays a very important role in several applications of quantum theory.

However, it should be emphasised that Eq. (U.ll) holds for compatible

observables only, and in any case it cannot be applied otherwise as the right-

hand side will then take on complex values. In the following lemma we shall

show that the GBSF C*.H) imposes a further constraint on the collapse

postulate.

-16-



•Lemma \.2

Under the assumptions (A)-(C). the GBSf (D) is equivalent to the

requirement that for each observable A.

for each Ac B(R) and every projector P e "U^.

Proof

Let P * 1 ^ be a projector. Now if X,u are real numbers,then

B = XP + u(I-P) is an observable which is compatible with A . Then we

have from the GBSF (U.ll)

Fr£(B(A, {X}) -Tr(p P*(A)P) .

However, from the generalized Wigner formula (3.17) we also have

£ TrCp (£A<A

we have already seen that the BSF, which is a particular case of GBSF, is

equivalent to the relation (cf. Eq. (,h,2))

We therefore have

Tr(p PA(A)P) - Tr(p

for all density operators p , which implies that

S A(A) P = P*(A)P ,

thereby establishing the lemma.

We are now In a position to obtain a more or less complete

characterization of the collapse postulate A - { 5 (A)} which follows from

the assumptions (A)-(B).

Theorem U.3

The assumptions (A)—tD) imply that for each observable A- we have

(B) «A(fi) IB)

-17-

for each A^B(R) and BCBilt). where £ (B) is a prelection mapping of norm
one of Bftt) onto the von Heumann algebra "Û  .

Proof

From the f ini te additivity property (B3), i t follows that

P*(A)EA(E) CB) = P*(A) EAtA) (B) + PA(A) SAtA') (B) ,

for each AcB(R), where A' i s the complement of A in R. All we must

(Jo now i s to employ Eq. (U.8) for A and A1 in order t o conclude that

pA(A) B = £A{A> B

for al l

In order to establish that g (R) is a norm one projection mapping
onto 1L , let us consider an arbitrary self-adjoint element C e U, . Since
UA is a von Heumann algebra, we have P ( i ) e 1*̂  for each AfcB(R). Mow it
follows from Lemma b.2 that

PC(A) = PA(R) PC(A) - PC(A) ,

for each A£B(H). Also, S (B) is continuous in i. b. r,. ,T, . po^.gy .>n B(lt),

as it is a positive linear map. If we now recall tne *el I -Known fact t.hat

every bounded self-adjoint operator can be expressed as a limit under the

norm topology of linear combinations of its spectral projectors, we can then

conclude from Eq. Ct.l1*) that

(U.15)fiA(R) C = C

for al l self-adjoint elements Cc 1 ^ . It therefore follows that
acts as the identity map on 1L . Since we have already shown in Lemma U.I
that the range of £A(R) i s contained in U , we have the following

Range

In other words, 5 (R) is a projection map onto

from (B2) that

tACR) 1 = 1 ,

Since we also have

-18-



i t follows that ~5 (H) is a projection of norm one of BQCJ onto UA ,

thereby establishing the theorem.

Theorem h.3 provides a more or less complete characterization of the

expectations { £ (A)} specifying the "collapse" associated with an observable

A, modulo the choice of the norm one projection mapping £ (B) : BClt) •* 1^ ,

which will have to be chosen such that for observables with a purely discrete

spectrum we recover the conventional von Neumann-Luclers collapse postulate

(3-11). Before going into an explicit construction of such norm one

projection maps, we shall f i rs t establish two very important conclusions

which follow directly from the above theorem. The f i r s t one concerns the

impossibility of formulating the collapse postulate in terms of operation-

valued measures and may be stated as follows.

Theorem U.h

If the assumptions (A) - (D) are sat isf ied, then the expectations

{"g (A)} associated with an observable A cannot be normal unless A has

a purely discrete spectrum.

Proof

As we have shown in Theorem U.3

E A(R)

where g (R) is a projection map of norm one of B(JC) onto U. . I t is a
classic result due to Tomiyama [31,32] that a projection map of norm one of

a von Neumann algebra onto a subalgebra sat isf ies a l l the properties
2)

characterist ic of a so-called conditional expectation introduced ear l ie r

by Dixmier [33], Umegaki [3M and Nakamura and Turumuru [35]. If we now

assume that £ (R) i s normal, then i t follows that i t is a normal

conditional expectation of Bfjt) onto the von Neumann algebra 'iA, . However,

i t has been established by Davies [27] that a normal condition expectation of

B&t) onto 1^ = {P^aMaeBdO}' exists only if A has a purely discrete

spectrum. Hence S (A) = P^(A) t (E) cannot be normal unless A has a purely

discrete spectrum, thus establishing the above theorem.

The above theorem clearly demonstrates that we shall have to consider

non-normal expectations, in order to obtain a generalisation of the con-

ventional collapse postulate which is also consistent with the GBSF (D). This

of course rules out the possibil i ty of employing operation-valued measures
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as they are the duals of normal expectation-valued measures as was noted

earlier. In fact as non-normal expectations do not have a dual object (or

adjoint) which is a transformation on [J tit), we have arrived at a rather

surprising result that the "collapse" associated with an observable with a

continuous spectrum cannot be formulated as a transformation on the space of

density operators. We shall return to this question later in Sec.V.

From a physical point of view, a somewhat more startling conclusion

which follows from Theorem It. 3 (and hence from the GBSF) is that the Joint

probabilities involving observables with continuous spectra are not in general

a-additive. First of all it should be noted that the BSF implies that the

probabilities Pr£(A) = Tr{p P^A)) associated with a single (instantaneous)

observation are always a-additive - whatever the observable A might be.

This of course is a consequence of the fact that each pc Jtit) defines a

"normal" or ultraweakly continuous linear functional on Bfjt). However,

the situation is very different when we consider Joint probabilities, say

Fr^B(R,A) for A«B{R). Let {Aj} be a countably infinite sequence of

disjoint elements of B(R) such that

PB(A)

We then have

(It.16)

where the right-hand side converges in the strong and ultrave&k topologies,

but not in the norm topology on B(1C). Now, the o-additivity of the above

joint probabilit ies is expressed by the equation

From Eqs.(3.1T) and (k.Z) we see t h a t t he above equation i s equivalent t o

PB(4)] Tr[p{?A(R)} (I*.20)

for all states p , which implies that

£A(E) PB(A) =• gA(E)

where the right-hand side is required to converge in the ultraweak topology

on BtJQ. From Eq.s.(li.l8) and t^.21) i t follows that the o-additivity

property (U.19) is satisfied for a l l observables B only i f g^R) is

normal. This, as we have shown in Theorem hM , is possible only when A

-20-



has a purely discrete spectrum. In other words, we have established the

following result.

Theorem U.5

If assumptions OO-CD) are satisfied, then given any observable A
vith a continuous spectrum, there exists a density operator p and an
observable B such that the probabilities Pr^ p(R,A) are not o-additive in A.

We admit that the conclusion that we must deal with non-u-additive
probabilities is somewhat disturbing, for most of the traditional machinery
of probability theory is built up on the basis of the assimption that the
probabilities are o-additive. However, as several probabiliBts have
noted [36-38], a-additivity is a purely technical requirement {but a very
useful one at that) which has no basic empirical Justification unlike the
other assumptions such as the non-negativity and finite additivity of
probabilities. Before going into a discussion of some of the intriguing
features of a probability theory with only finitely additive probabilities
(which shall be undertaken in Sec.Vl), we shall first present an appropriate
generalization of the conventional collapse postulate which is consistent
with the assumptions (A)-(D).

V. THE GENERAL COLLAPSE POSTULATE

In this section we shall introduce a generalization of the conventional
collapse postulate which is more or less implied by the assumptions (A)-(D) and
the requirement that we should recover the conventional collapse postulate
for observables with a purely discrete spectrum. As we saw in the previous
section (cf. Theorem k.3), the collapse associated with each observable A
is completely characterized by its spectral projectors {P^(i)} and a norm
one projection map E (R) : B(t6) •+ U> - We shall define a conditional
expectation of Ettt) onto a von Neumann subalgebra 11 to be a linear self-
adjoint map c : B(JO ~* U , vhich is also a norm one projection of Bfttt
onto U . It may be noted that the term conditional expectation is often
used for several related (and sometimes even very different) notions in
the literature [9,10,27,30-35,39-50], Tomiyama [31,32] has shown that a
conditional expectation e : B('J£) —» IX has also the following properties:

-21-

i) £ is positive,

i i ) £ U X B ) = A e. (X) B ,

for all A, BeU and XeB&Q (module property) .

i i i ) €.(X») C 00 -S *(X«X) ,

for all

C5.i)

(5.2)

It Is also well known [kj,50] that a conditional expectation is a completely
positive map. There have been several investigations [21,32 tk0-k3] aa to
when there exists a normal conditional expectation onto a given subalgebra.
As we stated in the previous section, i t has been established by Davies [27]
that there exists a normal conditional expectation of B(JO onto the
von Heumann algebra U^ iff A has a purely discrete spectrum.

In order to generalize the collapse postulate to arbitrary observshlea
we need to consider the following questions:

i) Does there always exist a conditional expectation CA of B(Jt)
onto MA for each observable A?

i i ) If there exiBt several such conditional expectations, can ve fix
a unique rule of association A —r c > such that for an observable
with a purely discrete spectrum eA will be Identical to the SA(R)
given by Eq.(3.11) (so that we can recover the conventional collapse
postulate)?

We shall now see that the answers to both these questions are in the
affirmative. In fact we shall explicitly construct a class of conditional
expectations onto U^ following a procedure esuentially due to Arvenson [Ml],
For this purpose we shall employ the other canonical object (apart from the
spectral projectors) that is associated with each observable via Stone's
theorem - the strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitary operators
{e |tcH} generated by A . First of all let us note the following
important result which is a consequence of Stone's theorem

= {PA(4)|AeB(R)}' <e i t A | t*E}' ( 5 . 3 )

Eq.(5.3) implies that U& is also the fixed point algebra for the group of
automorphisms B -* e Be* defined on B£K). Since our construction of
the conditional expectation depends on the notion of an invariant mean
on the additive group R of real numbers, we shall briefly summarize the
main properties of invariant means on R (see for example [51,52]).



Let C_(R) denote the Banach space of all hounded continuous complex-
is

valued functions on R with the norm

||f| = Sup | fU) | . C5.4)
xeR

An invariant mean n on the additive group H is a positive linear functional

on C-g(R) such that the following properties are satisfied:

i) If ejCjlH] is the function e(x) = 1 for al l xeR, then

n(e) =• 1 . (5.5)

i i ) For each acR ,

TltfJ = i\tt) , C5.6)

vhere f is the function

f (x) = fU + a) . (5.7)

We shall employ the notation n f(x) to indicate the number r\(.f)

whenever the function f(x) is explicitly given. From the above definition,

i t is obvious that

InMl < (5 .8)

for all fcCgCR). It may also be noted that there are several invariant

means on R . However, it is well known' [51] that if feCg(R) is also an

almost periodic function, ye then have

n ftx) - lim
x T

1 3T 1
-T

f(x) dx , (5.9)

for every invariant mean n on R.

The basic result concerning the existence of conditional expectations

onto H, may ncv be stated as follows.

Theorem 5.1

Let n be an invariant mean on the additive group R . Then, for

each observable A there exists a unique conditional expectation fe of Bt

onto -UA such that

= n Tr[v
n x

for al l v e 'J(jQ and B

B e"iAx] (5.10)

Proof

The function

x + Tr[v

defined on the real line is continuous and bounded t>y |v|| ! |B | (where | I

denotes the trace norm on ^CfQ). Hence, the map

„ Tr[v e i A x B

defines a bounded linear functional on rfd£) so that there exists a unique

operator e'(B)eB(K) such that

= T, Tr(v e1Ax B e" iAx)

for a l l BeBfK) and v c

The linearity and positivity of the map £* : Btttt -» BOC), follow

from the corresponding properties of the invariant mean n , The property

£*<!>

follows from Eq. ( 5 . 5 ) . In order t o show t h a t e B € U , we consider the

following re la t ion ,which follows from (5.10) and (5 .6)

Tr(v

which holds for all v e

n Tr(v
x

)A

= n Tr(v e i x A B e'ixA) = Tr(v £A(B)) ,
x 1

so that

ei3C'A£A(B) e ~ i x A - €A(B)
n 1

for all x 'eR. We can therefore conclude, on the basis of Eq.(5.3), that

£A(B)e'U' for al l B£B(1C). Finally, if Bell. , it is obvious from the
^ h A

relations (5.10) and (5.5) that 6. (B) = B. Thus we have verified that £
n n

satisfies all the properties characteristic of a conditional expectation of

BfrC) onto tiA , thus establishing the above theorem.

As regards the second question that was posed above, we have the

following rather interesting result.
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Theorem 5.2

If A is an observable with, a purely dlacrete spectrum, and its spectral

resolution is given by

then for each BeBtH) we have

(5.11)

£AtB) = > P. B P,
n /_, i i

(5.12)

for all invariant means n on the real line.

Proof

If the observable A is given by t5.1l),ve then have for each B£B(J6)

and v £ 'J (10

Tr<v e i x A B I
I.J

Tr(v P. B P ) ,
(5.13)

which can easily be verified to be an almost periodic function on the real
line (see for example [53] and references cited therein). We can now employ
Eq. (5.9) and the fact that the right-hand side converges uniformly,to obtain

„ Tr ( v e i x A B

Z fl i(X

T r t v P . B P j ) l im ^ j
i.J -T

iU.-xJi
dx

Tr(v Pj B

Eq. (5.10) and the ultraveak continuity of veJCK) when regarded as a

functional on Bftt), yield the relation

which establishes the above theorem.

From Theorems (5-1) and (5.2) i t is clear that we canTset j-A{R) = €A

for each observable A . In other words, we can now employ for the "collapse"
associated with each observable A, the expectations

-25-

EAU) PA(4)

If we now employ Eq,. (5.12) we then obtain, as a particular case of

the conventional collapse postulate (cf. Eq.(3.1l))

B = PA(A) P. = P i B P i (5.15)
X.c 4

for every observable A with a purely discrete spectrum as given by (5.11).

It is also clear from our discussion that the collapse postulate as given by

Eq. (5.11*) is more or less an inevitable consequence of the assumptions (A)-(D).

However, we are still left with the arbitrariness In the choice of the

invariant mean n employed in Eq.(5.lM, and as we have notedjthere do exist

several invariant means on the additive group R. For the purposes of the

present investigation we shall make the following tentative (and rather ad hoc)

identification:

n fU) = lim ^ f(x) dx , (5.16)

in the hope that further investigations will throw some light on

i ) either the physical motivation behind the above choice, or on

i i ) the physical significance of employing different invariant means
under various circumstances.

Having made the choice as given in (.5.16), we are led to the following
generalization of the collapse postulate, where we have adopted the notation
€ for the conditional expectation £ A associated with the. invariant mean r\
given by (5.16):

(E) The general collapse postulate: For each observable A, the
associated finitely additive expectation-vlutd measure A -*• Z (A) IS given
bv_

PA(i) (5.17)

for each A€B(R). where the conditional expectation e : B(16) -*• U. ^s_

given by
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eK(B) = w»-iim ±s e i x AB dx (5.18)

where the right-hand side refers to the limit In the ultraweak topology on

Having arrived at the general collapse postulate we can now adopt (A),
(C) and (E) as the basic postulates of quantum theory. Of course the
assumptions (B) and (D) are now automatically satisfied and we also have a
non-trivial generalization of the conventional framework, vherein we can
discuss the Joint probabilities of any sequence of observations. For example,
we can employ (E) and write down explicitly the generalization (3.17) of the
conventional Wigner formula (£.5), as follows:

Pr" r
Tr p{P

i L

(A )

*Vl\-l(tr-l> p
Ar (

- l j tr-lAr-l(tr-l»
) J

(5.19)

where the invariant mean n is assumed to be given by (5.l6).

The generalized Wigner formula (5.19) is a non-trivial generalization
of (2.5) and (2.6) as it is valid for arbitrary obaervables {A^t.^} and
reduces to (2.5) and (2,6) for observables with a purely discrete spectrum.
As an explicit application of (5-19)i ve can consider a one-dimensional
non-relativistic particle which is subjected to a measurement of momentum P
immediately followed by a measurement of position Q - a situation that
cannot be discussed in the conventional framework. We may employ the
canonical commutation relations and the well-known result [11,p.592] that

11= |f i- < lim fU) + lim
(5.20)
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whenever f c CAR) happens to be such that the limits on the right-hand aide
c

of Eq.(5.2O) exist. We can then show that

P,(JV (5.21)

whenever a is finite,and

Pr^Q{R,[a,bJ) = 0 (5.22)

whenever a, b are finite. We may note that we get identical results for

the probabilities Pr^ -(R,1). It is also interesting to note that somewhat

similar results were obtained by Farrukh [19] on the basis of his non-standard

Hilbert space approach to the problem of measurement of observables with

continuous spectra. Farrukh was also led to a consideration of non-o-additive

probabilities for such observables on the basis of his approach. We suspect

that there is perhaps some deep connection between the approach of Farrukh

and that outlined here, which would definitely be worth investigating in

greater detail.

We shall now collect, in the following theorem, some of the important

properties of the collapse associated with an observable as given by the

general collapse postulate (E).

Theorem 5.3

If A,B are any two observables. then we have the following:

for all

(5.23)

11) If A and B are compatible, then

gB(a2) 5.2k)

for all A , A c B(R).

iii) (5-25)

iv) If f : R -> R is a Borel function which also induces a Borel

isomorphism of the spectrum of A onto some Borel set in R. then

cf(A) = C
A , (5.26)
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and

for all ACB(R).

The property i) follows directly from the relation

(5.27)

Proof

once we employ the module property (5.1) of the conditional expectation £ .
In order to prove i i ) , we shall first show that if A,B are compatible,
we then have

e
A

 £
B = «*£* . (5.28)

For this let us consider an arbitrary element CCB(1C). Since A,B are

compatible, we have that for each vt 3 &"W

ix'B „ -ix'B -ixA, . * m r ixA ix'B . -ix'B -ixAnf(x,x') = Tr[v e e C e e ]

m r ix'B ixA „ -ixA -ix'B,= Tr[v e e C e e ]

(5.29)

Since f(x,x') is non-negative, i t follows from the assumption (5.16) that

n n f(x,x') = n n f(x,x') .
x x' x' x

(5.30)

From (5.29} and (5.30), we can conclude that

Tr[vcACBC] = Tr[v£B£AC]

for all vc 3+(tt), from which it follows that

= cBcAc ,

for all CeB+(«), which implies Eq.. (5.28). The property ii) can now easily

be derived from (5.28) by applying Eq.{5.17) and the module property

(5.1).
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• "R
As regards i i i ) , the implication e = € =

i i A B

as the algebras 11A , 'IL are the ranges of c "
the converse, we may first note that if U^
so that ve have £ C = € £ as shown above. Also, since our hypothesis

U• - \ is trivial
B

C . respectively. To prove

, then A,B are compatible,

implies that £A C £B C € Û  for all CCBfKJ, we get

i c

for all CeBftO , so that we have £ = £ . Finally, in order to prove iv),
we note that if the function f satisfies the above conditions, then every
spectral projector of A is also a spectral projector of f(A) and vice
versa. Hence we have U, = U.,,> . so that we can conclude from i i i ) that

. f - [ h \ flA/

C = £ K '. Eq.. (5.27) follows right away from (5.26) once ve malce use of
the relation (2.9) between the spectral projectors of A and f(A). This
completes the proof of the above theorem.

We shall comment briefly on the physical significance of the various
properties established in the above theorem. The property i) is sometimes
referred to as the repeatability property of the collapse transformation.
It may be noted in this connection that Davies and Lewis [9] had suggested
that i t might perhaps be necessary to give up this property in order to
obtain an appropriate generalization of the collapse postulate. Property
ii) shows that for compatible obaervables, the associated collapse trans-
formations also commute. i i i ) shows that the conditional expectation C
is completely determinad by just the algebra 11̂  associated with A.

Finally, iv) Is Just a generalization to an arbitrary observable of the
result stated in Lemma 2.1 for an observable with a purely discrete spectrum.
We may note that it essentially demonstrates that the collapse associated
vith an observable A and that associated with Its function f(A) are
related only when U = 1^(0-

Finally, a few remarks may be made on the novel feature of the collapse
postulate (E) that it cannot be formulated in terms of collapse transformations
(or operations) which are defined on the space of density operators. As was
noted in Sec.IV, this is due to the fact that the expectations [lA{t)} as
given by (5.17). (5.18) are in general non-normal. In our opinion, this
novel feature of the collapse postulate (E) clarifies to some extent the
essential role played by the collapse postulate - for i t has often been
thought of as a postulate which introduces some strange transformation In
the state of a system "caused" by the act of observation. The necessary
delinking of the collapse postulate from transformations defined on the set
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of states (vhich Is Implied in our postulate (£)), would perhaps serve to

illustrate more clearly the fact that the main function of this postulate is

to provide a prescription for the joint probabilities associated with the

outcomes of successive observations.

It should however be noted that it is still possible to consider the

postulate (E) as introducing a transformation on the "states",provided we

are willing to include as states all the normalized positive linear funetionals

on Bflt). It Is veil known that there exists an Isometric isomorphism of

3CH) into a subspaoe of the dual BflC)* of Bflfi)- Also, every expectation

£ (a) (normal or otherwise) has an adjoint which Is a positive linear map on

BftC)» . Hence, if we accept all the normalized positive elements of B(K)*

as possible states .of a system, then the collapse postulate <E) can also b*

viewed as introducing certain collapse transformations on such states. This

formulation would also vindicate the often expressed conjecture that a

generalization of the collapse transformation (2.3) would, in the case of

observables with continuous spectra, take every density operator into a more

general object - which in our case would be an element of B(tt)* which is not

a normal linear functional on BftC). The fact that the Joint probabilities for

observables turn out to be non-o-additive will now also be closely related

to tbe inclusion of non-normal linear funetionals on B&O as possible states

of a system.

VI. THE STATISTICS OF SUCCESSIVE OBSERVATIONS IB QUANTUM THEORY

In t h i s sect ion ve sha l l consider some of the Important features of

the framework developed so f a r , from the standpoint of probabi l i ty theory.

Me have seen that the general collapse postulate (E) provides an unambiguous

and complete prescr ip t ion for r ea l i z ing various outcomes In any a rb i t r a ry

sequence of observat ions, in terms of the generalized Wigner formula (5.19).

I t was also noted tha t these Joint p robab i l i t i e s are not in general a-

addi t ive . Before going in to a discussion of the implications of non-0-

add l t i v i t y on the s t a t i s t i c s of successive observations, we shal l f i r s t

consider some of the other non-class ical features of the jo in t probabi l i t ies

themselves.
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To start with, It may he noted that the basic Joint probability

prescription of the classical probability theory can also be formulated In a

manner analogous to the generalized Wigner formula ((3.17) and (5.19))- For

this purpose consider a classical probability space (n,B(fl}),where n is

a complete separable metric space and B((i) I S the associated o algebra

of Borel sets. Each observable Is a real valued random variable A : 0 + R

and the characteristic functions (x , > are the classical analogues of

spectral projectors. Again if M(n) is the Banach space of all bounded

complex measures on B(fl) ana i(n) is the Banaeh space of all hounded

complex measurable functions on (fi,B(n)), then we have the bilinear form

(6.1)

for a l l iieM(fi) and XeiCfi) . The important feature of classical

probability theory is that £(Q) i s an abelian algebra,and therefore the

algebra of a l l those bounded observableB compatible with any given observable

will be the whole of d^(n) i t se l f . Thus each of the conditional

expectations C* will reduce to the identity map on ^( i l ) . " Hence we

have for each observable A, the associated expectations { 5 (A)} given by

X =
A X

(6.2)

for each Xest(fi). The generalized Wigner formula (3.17) will now reduce

to the following:

A. A A

Fr"

VA2

I X X X ,

(6.3)

which Is the well-known prescription for Joint probabilities in classical

probability theory.
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It is thus clear that the non-classical features of quantum-theoretic
Joint probaMXltieE arise from the fact that B(K) is a non-at>elian algebra
so that the conditional expectations «A : B(tt) -~* U, turn cut to be non-

A
trivial . It is precisely this fact that e is not the identity map

(whatever the observable A might be) vhich gives rise to the "quantum
interference of probabilities" [2k-26] - vhtch essentially is the feature
of quantum-theoretic Joint (and conditional) probabilities that they crucially
depend also on the entire sequence of observations performed on a system.

Apart from the quantum interference of probabilities which vas also

veil known earlier in connection with observables vith a purely discrete

spectrum, the important non-classical feature of the quantum-theoretic joint

probabilities (which arises only when we include in our considerations

observables with continuous spectra) is that they are not o-additive in

general. For example, as we already noted, the joint probability PrT B(i^,ig)

is not a-additive in 4_ whenever A has a continuous spectrum,

because the conditional expectation £ turns out to be non-normal. If in

addition the observable A happens to have a purely continuous and simple

spectrum, then we can show that the associated conditional expectation will

be "singular" [32.U3] and has the property

for each compact operator
curious result:

We therefore have the following rather

P rA.B U' (6.5)

for all AcB(R), whenever A has a purely continuous simple spectrum and

X Is an eigenvalue of B with a finite multiplicity.

*

The most important limitation of a probability theory with only

Jinitely additive probabilities seems to be that we no longer have the very

well developed machinery of integration with respect to a a-addltive

probability measure wnich plays a very crucial role in the classical

probability theory in providing a natural definition of expectation values,

correlation functions etc. In fact the joint probabilities
PrP (Ai.Ai,...,flr) given by the generalized Wigner formula (5.19)
A ^ ^ f ) W

are just f ini tely additive set functions, which are in addition defined only
on sets of the form i , * I , * • • • K J , where A e B(R) for each

i £ {1 ,2 , . . . , r } . Hence, there does not seem to be any immediate prescription
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for the evaluation of the expectation value of an arbitrary Borel function

f : Hr -• R, based solely on the generalized Wigner formula (5.19). From a

physical point of view, this Is indeed a very serious limitation.as one

usually employs the probabilities only insofar aa they determine the entire

statistics of successive observations - which essentially involves a

determination of the mean or expectation values of all suitable functions of

the set of outcomes when an arbitrary sequence of observations are performed.

For the purposes of the present investigation, ve shall take the viewpoint

that in order to have a complete theory, the expectation values of the various

observables and their Borel functions are to be prescribed separately. but In

a manner consistent vith the basic prescription for probabilities. We shall

now Introduce such a prescription for expectation values, which (together

with our assumptions (A), (C) and {E)) serves to characterize completely

the statistics of any sequence of observations.

First of all it may be noted that for each state p and arbitrary

obBervables , — ,A } the map

...x Ar - tTrp

- i x
r-l r-1

can be extended Into a unique (bounded and o-additive) complex measure on

R . The associated distribution function is given by

i Ar
• V* Tr

ix A -Ix ,A

PrC(-,Ar]) e ^

(6.6)

If f: E -*R is a measurable function and t < t < •••< t , then we denote
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by Expp [f(A,{t, ), . . . .A^t )] , the. expectation value of the function

f of the outcomes which are obtained when an ensemble of systems prepared

in state p are subjected to a sequence of experiments to observe {A^tt. )

A2(tg},...,A (tf)} . We now introduce the following prescription for such

expectation values.

(F) Expectation value postulate: Let f : Hr —*R be a measurable

function and t . < t <

exists and i s given by

< t r . Then Kxpp { f (A 1 ( t 1 } , . , ..A^t^.}

Expp [ f ( A 1 ( t 1 ) , . . . , A r ( t r ) ) 3
X X X

1 2 r-1

d T xr-))\

whenever the right-hand side of the above equation exists.

(6.7)

The condition that the right-hand side of Eq.(6.7) exist is

essential ly the condition that the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral enclosed

by brackets [ ] should be a bounded continuous function in a l l the

variables x ^ x , , , . . . . x r - 1 so that the operation of taking invariant means

makes sense.

The expectation values defined by postulate (F) satisfy the following

properties, which also show i t s consistency with the collapse postulate (E)

and the predictions of conventional quantum theory {wherever available).

i ) If t , t are Borel functions on R , and a , a are

arbi trary real numbers,then

Exp^ ft) Expp (f )

A1Ct1),?..,Ar(tr)

+ % Exp <f.)2 vv>--vv
which shows the linearity of expectations,

ii) Expectation value of a constant function is constant.

(6.6)
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iii) If f: R — H is given by

\ v x 2 , . . . ,x r )

where i.e B(R), i = l,2,...,r, then

ExpP (f) PrPr ( i , lt,,
A1(t1),...,Ar(tr)

which shows the consistency of (F) with {E).

iv) If (A,,A , . . . , A } is a compatible set of observables

f : S -* R is a Borel function,then

Expp (f) = Tr(p f ( ^ , A , . . . , A ))

(6.9)

(6.10)

and

(6.11)

whenever the right-hand side exists, which shows the consistency of

(F) with the predictions of conventional quantum theory. In particular,

we recover the standard result

= J-ricAj

whenever the right-hand side exists.

(6.12)

We shall not go into a further discussion of the statistics of

successive observations, as would follow from the postulate (F) except to note

that the postulate (F) reduces to the usual prescription for the expectation

values in classical probability theory, if we assume that the algebra of

observables is abelian. It may be of some interest also to write down the

following formula,which we believe would be of importance in applications,

ExpP (A
1 A?

A
r

m
A/) ftp

'-

"U A
( A ? € 2 ( - A >

(6.13)

for all integers m,, nu,...,m .

In conclusion we would like to enphasise that the postulates (A), (C),

(E) and (F) provide a complete framevork for the discussion of successive

observations involving any arbitrary sequence of observables in quantum theory.

The main observational prescriptions of the theory are contained in Eqe.(5-19)

and (6.7), the former being a. particular case of the latter if we take, into

account Eqs.(6.9) and (6.10). These of course include as particular cases
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all the basic observational prescriptions of eonTWiiatal quantum theory.

In addition, as we have shown, the general framework, that has been introduced

enables us to discuss situations (involving successive observations of

observables with a continuous spectrum) which cannot be handled in the

conventional framework of quantum theory. It is hoped that this generalization

would also perhaps give rise to new ways of confronting the elusive collapse

postulate to appropriate experimental tests.
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FOOTNOTES

1) Such a version of the collapse postulate is implicit for example in all

those treatments of localization (or position measurement), where the wave

function \(i(x) of a particle is assumed to be transformed into X«(x) • (*)

modulo the normalization factor (where X . W is the characteristic function

of A£B(R)), the moment the particle is found to be localized In A .

2) Some of these properties will be discussed in the next section.

3) It should of course be emphasised that non-trivial conditional
expectations do arise in classical probability theory when we consider,
say, the algebra Ik of, a l l bounded complex-valued Borel functions of A {51*].
In fact the study of conditional expectations in operator algebras was
inspired mainly by the work on ponditional expectations In classical
probability theory. However, unlike in quantum theory, the conditional
expectations play no role in the formulation of the basic prescriptions of
classical probability theory.

1») S i n c e t h e J o i n t p r o b a b i l i t y Pr p ( A t , 4 j , , . . . , A _ } are n o t d e f i n e d
A^) MV

on the entire cr-algebra B(Rr). we cannot, for example, employ the integration
theory for finitely additive measures outlined in [55, p.35**].
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